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Energy and electron spectra after grazing-ion–surface collisions
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For ions that impinge grazing on solid surfaces, binary collisions with the free-electron gas are investigated
by means of a modified specular-reflection~MSR! model. The proposed MSR theory is applied to the calcu-
lation of the energy lost by fast protons after colliding with an aluminum surface. We also employ the MSR
binary theory to study the energy spectra of the emitted electrons. The contribution coming from atomic inner
shells, calculated with the continuum-distorted-wake–eikonal-initial-state approximation, is added to the emis-
sion probability from the valence band. The total results obtained with the MSR model are in reasonable
agreement with available experimental data for 100 keV protons and large ejection angles of the electron. In
contrast instead, the usual specular-reflection binary model shows a prominent structure at low electron ener-
gies, which greatly overstimates the experimental spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a fast ion collides grazingly with a metal surface
loses energy as a consequence of the ionization of elect
bound to surface atoms and of the excitation of conduc
electrons of the solid. Two different mechanisms particip
in the second process: the excitation of the plasmon field
binary electron excitation. The plasmon excitation involv
the collective response of the medium to the moving i
while the binary excitations take into account single co
sions of the projectile with valence electrons, which comp
the free-electron gas. We are interested in this latter me
nism, usually called the binary mechanism, which provid
an important contribution to the energy loss when the
moves in the proximity of the surface. Our final goal is
describe the angular and energy distributions of electr
ejected as a result of the ion-surface collision, whose stud
the objective of recent experimental works@1,2#.

In previous articles@3,4# we evaluated the collisions o
the incident ion with individual valence electrons with a b
nary collisional theory, employing different models to d
scribe the surface induced potential. Mentioned in increas
order of complexity, these approximations were a sim
Yukawa-type potential, the parallel dispersion~PD! model
@5,6#, and the well-known specular-reflection~SR! model
@7,8#. While the first potential represents only a spherica
symmetric projectile-electron interaction, the other two mo
els are derived from the dielectric theory for semi-infin
media, taking into consideration, albeit approximately,
presence of the surface. However, it has been found tha
binary theory fails to describe the energy loss near the
face, even if the more elaborate SR model is used@4#. The
failure of the binary results can be attributed to the fact t
the component of the transferred momentum perpendic
to the surface is absent completely or on an average wa
the PD and SR wake potentials, respectively.

In the present work we introduce a modification in the S
model within the binary collisional formalism, which lead
to what we call the modified specular-reflection~MSR!
1050-2947/2002/65~2!/022901~7!/$20.00 65 0229
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model. This modification is based on the inclusion of t
momentum transfer perpendicular to the surface in the w
potential. Energy-loss results obtained with the propo
model are compared with those derived from the usual
electric formulation@9,10#. The MSR binary model is also
applied to calculate the electron emission induced by
projectile. In order to compare the emission probabilit
with available experimental spectra@11# we evaluate the
inner-shell emission yield. It is calculated by employing t
continuum-distorted-wave–eikonal-initial-state~CDW-EIS!
approximation to describe the atomic ionization probab
ties, taking into consideration the full dependency on
impact parameter@12#.

The collision system composed of fast protons imping
on an aluminum surface is here used as a benchmark fo
theory. The energies considered correspond to the h
velocity range, i.e.,v i.vF , wherev i is the projectile impact
velocity andvF is the Fermi velocity of the free-electron ga
In this velocity range protons can be considered as bare
along the whole trajectory@13,14#. As usual, to describe the
binary collisions with the conduction electrons we employ
semiclassical formalism, in which the trajectory of the inc
dent ion is classically determined@3#. The free-electron gas
is represented with the simple surface jellium approximati
and theT-matrix element that describes the electronic tra
sition is evaluated by using the first Born approximation. T
work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce t
proposed theoretical model. Energy-loss results are prese
in Sec. III A, and in Sec. III B differential emission probabil
ties are investigated, comparing them with available exp
mental data. Section IV contains our conclusions. Atom
units are used unless otherwise stated.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider a heavy projectile~P! of chargeZP imping-
ing on a solid surface with a glancing incidence angle. A
result of the collision an electron~e! with initial momentum
k i , belonging to the valence band of the solid, is excited t
state with momentumk f . The frame of reference is fixed t
the position of the electronic surface, which is placed a
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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distanced/2 in front of the first atomic layer,d being the
interplanar separation. In this frame the classical projec
path is contained in thex-z plane and the surface in thex-y
plane~see Fig. 1!. Due to the symmetry of our problem, it i
convenient to decompose the vectors into a two-dimensio
vector parallel to the surface and a component perpendic
to the surface. In this way, the projectile velocity at the tim
t is written asv5(vs ,vz).

Within the binary collisional formalism the transitio
probability per unit time reads@3#

dP8

dk idk f
52pd~D!uT~k i ,k f !u2, ~1!

whereT(k i ,k f) is theT-matrix element corresponding to th
inelastic transitionk i→k f . The d function imposes the en
ergy conservation,D52Ei f 1vs•(k f2k i), and Ei f 5Ek f

2Eki
is the energy gained by the electron~and lost by the

projectile! in the collision. In the first Born approximation
the T-matrix element readsT B(k i ,k f)5^fk f

2 uVPeufki

1&,

whereVPe is the CoulombP-e interaction shielded by the
presence of the other valence electrons, andfki

1 andfk f

2 are

the initial and final electronic states, respectively.
We use the surface jellium model to represent the cond

tion band of the solid. In this model the electrons are c
sidered independent and confined in thez,0 region by a
square barrier of depthV05EF1EW , with EF the Fermi
energy andEW the work function. Within the jellium mode
the electronic wave functions are written asfk

6(r )
5(2p)21exp(iks•r s)wkz

6(r z), where r5(r s ,r z) is the posi-

tion vector of the electron,k5(ks ,kz) is the electron mo-
mentum inside the solid, andEk5ks

2/21ekz
is the electron

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the coordinate system.
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energy. The sign6 indicates the incoming (2) and outgoing
(1) asymptotic conditions, and the eigenfunctionswkz

6 are

defined in the Appendix of Ref.@3#. The T-matrix element
T B(k i ,k f) can be expressed as an integral in the momen
space:

T B~k i ,k f !5
1

~2p!4E2`

1`

duṼPe~u! f ~u!, ~2!

whereṼPe(u) is the Fourier transform ofVPe evaluated on
(ps ,u), p5k f2k i5(ps ,pz) is the transferred electron mo
mentum, and f (u)5^wkf z

2 uexp(iurz)uwkiz

1 & is the one-

dimensional electronic form factor. The functionṼPe can be
expressed as ṼPe(u)5ṼC(u)WPe(u), where ṼC(u)
52(2p)2ZP /(ps

21u2) is the Fourier transform of the Cou
lomb P-e potential andWPe(u) is a screening factor, which
depends on the approximation used to describe the indu
potential.

To derive the proposed model we start from the usual
approximation@7,8#, in which the screening factor reads@4#

WPe
(SR)~u!

5Fes8~u,0!ds
22ps2 iues~0!

ps@11es~0!#
exp~2psZ!

1exp~2 iuZ!GQ~Z!1
ds

2

ps
Fes8~u,Z!1es8~u,2Z!

2

1
es~Z!

@11es~0!# S 1

ps1 iu
2es8~u,0! D GQ~2Z!, ~3!

with ds
25ps

21u2,

es8~u,z!5E
2`

0

dz8exp~2 iuz8!es~z82z!, ~4!

and

es~z!5
ps

p E
2`

1`

dqz

exp~ iqzz!

~ps
21qz

2!

1

e~ps1qzẑ,v!
, ~5!

wheree(q,v) is the bulk dielectric function evaluated usin
the momentumq5ps1qzẑ and the frequencyv5p•vs . In
Eq. ~3!, Q denotes the unitary Heaviside function. Since E
~5! involves an integral overqz , the distribution of the trans-
ferred momentum perpendicular to the surface, which is
termined bye(q,v), is present in an average way in the S
potential. Nevertheless, the knowledge of the specificqz dis-
tribution is essential to describe single-particle collision
Lack of this information is then the origin of the failure o
the usual SR binary theory, as observed in Ref.@4#. Note also
that in the SR model theqz average is linked to the fact tha
an infinite barrier is involved in the calculation of the in
duced potential, whereas the jellium wave functions e
ployed in the binary formalism correspond to afinite barrier.
1-2
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ENERGY AND ELECTRON SPECTRA AFTER GRAZING- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 022901
Deep inside the solid, where plane waves can be use
represent both the electronic states and the bulk resp
function ~with the random-phase approximation!, binary mo-
mentum conservation states that the momentum lost by
projectile is equal to that gained by the electron, i.e.,q5p
@15#. Accordingly, we introduce the MSR model by singlin
out in the dielectric function the particular valueqz5 pz that
satisfies the momentum conservation. In other words,
MSR model is obtained from Eq.~5! by replacingqz by pz in
the argument of the bulk response function. Then, the scr
ing factor WPe

(MSR)(u) is derived from Eq.~3! by replacing
es(z) by

es
(MSR)~z!5

ps

p E
2`

1`

dqz

exp~ iqzz!

~ps
21qz

2!

1

e~p,v!

5@e~p,v!#21exp~2psuzu!, ~6!

and it reads

WPe
(MSR)~u!5F ~12e!

~11e!
exp~2psuZu!1exp~2 iuZ!GQ~Z!

2
1

e F ~12e!

~11e!
exp~2psuZu!

2exp~2 iuZ!GQ~2Z!, ~7!

with e5e(p,v) the bulk dielectric function evaluated usin
the total momentump. The PD model can be derived from
Eq. ~7! by neglecting the dispersion perpendicular to the s
face, that is, the dependency onpz in the bulk response func
tion, which leads toe.e(ps ,v).

Two macroscopic magnitudes associated with ion-surf
collisions are examined in this work: the energy lost by
projectile per unit time,S, defined as

S5E dk fE dk ireQ~vF2ki !Q~kf2vF!Ei f

dP8

dk idk f
,

~8!

and the differential probability of electron emissio
d3P/dk f , for the transition to a given final state with mo
mentumk f , which reads

d3P

dk f
52E

Z0

1`

dZ
1

uvzu
E dk ireQ~vF2ki !

dP8

dk idk f
. ~9!

In both expressions the functionQ(vF2ki) restricts the ini-
tial states to those contained inside the Fermi sphere
re52 takes into account the spin states. In Eq.~8! the func-
tion Q(kf2vF) includes the Pauli exclusion principle, whil
in Eq. ~9! the Z integral represents the integration over t
projectile trajectory, withZ0 being the distance of closes
approach to the electronic surface. In the derivation
d3P/dk f the incoming and outgoing projectile paths ha
been considered equivalent. The trajectory of the incident
is determined by the projectile-surface interaction, which
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here described as the Molie`re potential@16# plus the dynami-
cal image potential given in Ref.@17#. The z component of
the projectile velocity,vz , is derived from energy conserva
tion in the direction perpendicular to the surface along
classical path.

III. RESULTS

Our study is confined to fast protons grazingly impingi
on an Al~111! surface. In the calculations, the bulk dielectr
function e(q,v) is evaluated by employing the random
phase approximation~Lindhard’s dielectric function! @18# to-
gether with Mermin’s prescription, which allows us to de
with finite values of the lifetime 1/g @19#. The parameters
used to describe the aluminum surface are the Fermi en
EF50.414 a.u. (vF50.91 a.u.), the interplanar distanced
54.4 a.u., the work functionEW50.15 a.u., and the damp
ing coefficientg50.037 a.u.@17#.

For the evaluation ofS, the five-dimensional integration
over the momenta involved in Eq.~8! was resolved with the
Monte Carlo numerical technique with a relative error le
than 1%. While our previous calculations of the binary e
ergy loss with the SR model involved a huge computatio
effort @4#, as a consequence of the additional numerical in
gration given by Eq.~5!, the computation with the MSR
model is much faster, as the screening factor given by Eq.~7!
has a closed form. For the differential emission probabil
the numerical integration overk i in Eq. ~9! was done with a
relative error of 1%, and the further integration on the p
jectile trajectory was solved by interpolating approximate
30 pivots. Previous binary results from Ref.@3#, which were
calculated employing a Yukawa potential to represent
effectiveP-e interaction, are also shown in Figs. 2–5 belo
as a reference. In general, central potentials have been e
sively used to evaluate total stopping power in solids@20#.

A. Energy loss

For 700 keV protons, the energy loss per unit time,S, is
plotted as a function of the projectile distance to the jelliu
edge in Fig. 2. For this particular system, theoretical a
experimental results have been reported in Refs.@9# and@21#,
respectively. Binary values obtained with the MSR model
displayed together with data derived from the full dielect
formalism by using the SR wake potential, i.e., Eqs.~6!–~8!
of Ref. @9#. Since the dielectric formulation includes bo
binary collisionsand collective modes, without separatin
their contributions, the dielectric data represent thetotal va-
lence contribution to the energy loss. Inside the solid o
dielectric values coincide with those of Juaristiet al. @9# ob-
tained using the same approximation~with slightly different
parameters!, but some differences are found in the vacuu
region (Z.0). As expected, the MSR binary energy lo
does not exceed the total valence contribution; that is, M
binary results are lower than the dielectric data in the wh
Z range. In the bulk, below the atomic surface, the MS
binary values approach one-half of the total valence con
bution, in agreement with the equipartition rule@18#. This
rule states that the energy lost by the projectile in a solid
1-3
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approximately ceded in equal parts to single-particle co
sions and plasmon excitations. Instead, outside the electr
surface the MSR binary contribution rapidly tends to ze
and for large values ofZ the difference between the tota
valence and binary energy losses is provided by the me
nism of excitation of surface plasmons.

Note that the energy-loss values obtained with the bin
collisional formalism strongly depend on the model used
describe the screenedP-e potential, as also observed in Re
@4#. Whereas the MSR binary contribution runs below t
total valence curve, the binary values obtained with the us
SR approximation, not shown here, overestimate the die
tric results in the proximity of the surface and in the vacuu
region @4#. Thus, the validity of the usual SR model with
the binary collisional formalism is questionable, at least n
the surface.

To inspect in detail the behavior of the proposed model
Fig. 3 we plot the differential probability of energy los
dP/dEi f , as a function of the lost energyEi f . The values of
dP/dEi f are derived from Eq.~8! taking into consideration
thatScan also be expressed asS5*dEi f Ei f (dP/dEi f ). Two
different distances to the electronic surface are conside
Z522 and 0.5 a.u. For bothZ values, binary values calcu
lated with the MSR model are lower than the total valen
contribution, showing a smooth maximum at intermedi
lost energies. The position of the binary maximum wea

FIG. 2. Energy loss per unit time,S, by collisions with the
valence band, as a function of the projectile distance to the e
tronic surface,Z, for 700 keV protons impinging on an Al~111!
surface. Thin solid line, binary collisional contribution calculat
with the MSR induced potential@Eq. ~7!#; thick solid line, total
valence contribution obtained from the dielectric formalism, as
plained in the text. The dotted line corresponds to binary collisio
results of Ref.@3# calculated with the Yukawa potential. The arro
indicates the position of the topmost atomic layer.
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depends on the projectile-surface distance and is relate
the range of the wake potential@8#. Outside this energy re
gion the binary curve approaches the dielectric one. The p
nounced peak displayed by the total valence contribution
the surface plasmon frequencyvs ~shifted due to the plas
mon dispersion! is caused by plasmon excitations. Th
mechanism of collective absorption of energy is not co
tained in the binary formalism, which essentially describ
the interaction between two particles, the projectile and o
active electron. Again, the energy-loss distribution cor
sponding to the mechanism of plasmon excitation can
reckoned as the difference between binary and dielectric c
tributions. No structure is present in the differential probab
ity dP/dEi f obtained with the Yukawa potential, which ove
estimates the total valence distribution at lowEi f values by
more than two orders of magnitude. At high lost energi
instead, all the theories agree, indicating that they are
scribing head-on~Coulomb! collisions.

B. Electron emission probability

In this section we apply the MSR binary model to th
calculation of electron emission from the free-electron g
Since in Eq.~9! the electron momentumk f is considered
inside the solid, to compare our results with the experime
we change variables,dP3/dk f85(k f z /kf z)dP3/dk f , where
k f85(k f s ,k f z)5kf8(cosue,0,sinue) is the final electron mo-

c-

-
l

FIG. 3. Differential probability of energy loss,dP/dEi f , by
collisions with the valence band, as a function of the lost ene
Ei f , for 700 keV protons impinging on an Al~111! surface. Two
different projectile distances to the electronic surface are con
ered:Z522 and 0.5 a.u. Theories as in Fig. 2.
1-4
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mentum outside the solid,k f z5(kf z
2 2kc

2)1/2, and kc

5(2V0)1/2 @3#. Notice that the differential emission probab
ity dP3/dk f8 cannot be directly derived from the dielectr
formalism. In Fig. 4 we plotdP3/dk f8 as a function of the
electron energyek f

5kf8
2/2 for 100 keV protons impinging on

an Al~111! surface with the angle of incidenceu i51°. Three
different ejection angles of the electron,ue51°, 30°, and
90°, are considered. In the figure, binary results obtai
with the MSR model@Eq. ~7!# are compared with those ca
culated with the usual SR potential@Eq. ~3!#. For the three
ejection angles, all the binary theories coincide at high e
tron energy but differences arise as the electron energy
creases. Atue51° and 30°, below 30 eV the MSR binar
probability is higher than the one obtained with the Yuka
potential. This difference disappears as the ejection an
becomes close to the direction perpendicular to the sur
plane, and atue590° the maximum of the MSR binar
curve is slightly lower than that corresponding to the Yuka
potential. On the other hand, the binary results obtained w
the usual SR model display a pronounced peak at elec
energies around 10 eV for the three ejection angles. T
peak is situated around the energyvs2EF , shifted due to
the plasmon dispersion, and its height strongly depends
the ejection angle. An equivalent peak was found by Ga´a

FIG. 4. Differential probability of electron emission from th
valence band,d3P/dk f8 , for 100 keV protons impinging on an
Al ~111! surface with the incidence angleu i51°. Three ejection
angles of the electron are considered:ue51°, 30°, and 90°. Solid
and dash-dotted lines, binary emission probabilities calculated
using the MSR@Eq. ~7!# and SR@Eq. ~3!# models, respectively;
dotted line, binary emission probability calculated with the Yuka
potential.
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de Abajo and Echenique@22# with a similar binary formal-
ism. Certainly, this enhancement of the SR binary probabi
doesnot correspond to the plasmon decay mechanism.
low electron energies, a structure in the derivative spectr
is found experimentally@23,24,1,2#, and it may be associate
with plasmon decay@25#. But this process is not considere
in the binary formalism, and in order to calculate it we ne
to develop a formulation that includes plasmon excitations
intermediate states@26#.

With the aim of comparing the spectra of electron em
sion with experimental data@11# we add the contribution
coming from the inner shells of the surface atoms to
binary valence emission. The inner-shell emission proba
ity is calculated by employing a semiclassical formalis
@12#, in which the multiple collisions of the incident ion with
the surface atoms are treated as single encounters with
outermost atoms along the projectile path. In the model
emission probability per unit path is expressed in terms
atomic probabilities, which are evaluated with the CDW-E
approximation, taking into consideration the dependency
only on the modulus of the impact parameter but also on
direction.

y

FIG. 5. Differential probability of electron emission for 100 ke
protons impinging on an Al~111! surface with the incidence angl
u i51°. Three electron emission angles are considered:ue51°,
20°, and 30°. Thin solid line, total probability of emission calc
lated by adding the binary valence~with the MSR model! and inner-
shell contributions. Dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted lines, bi
valence contributions evaluated by using the MSR, SR, and Yuk
potentials, respectively; dash–dot-dotted line, inner-shell contr
tion calculated with the CDW-EIS approximation. The thick so
line represents experimental data extracted from Ref.@11#, normal-
ized with our theoretical total values, as explained in the text.
1-5
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The total emission probability obtained as the sum of
lence and core contributions is plotted in Fig. 5, for 100 k
protons impinging on an Al~111! surface with the angle o
incidenceu i51°. Under this condition of grazing incidenc
transport effects are expected to play a minor role@27#, at
least for large ejection angles of the electron. In the calcu
tion of the total probability, the binary emission from th
valence band is evaluated with the MSR model. Again th
ejection angles,ue51°, 20°, and 30°, are considered. Tot
results are compared with the experimental data of Ref.@11#,
normalized by using our theoretical values for the elect
energy of 200 eV. To distinguish angular and energy regi
where each process is dominant, in Fig. 5 we also plot
partial contributions coming from valence and core el
trons. Since the single-particle collisions with conducti
electrons satisfy the energy conservation imposed by thd
function in Eq. ~1!, the values ofk f8 corresponding to the
binary mechanism are confined to the regionRmin<uk f8
2visu<Rmax, where Rmax5@(vis1vF)22kc

2#1/2 and Rmin

5@(vis2vF)22kc
2#1/2Q„v is2(kc1vF)…. We observe that at the

angleue51° the inner-shell emission is one order of ma
nitude higher than the valence emission. For the lowest e
tron energies the footprint of the valence enhancemen
completely erased from the total spectrum by the core c
tribution. In this electron energy region the large differen
between theoretical and experimental values could be
vided by other mechanisms, including multiple scatter
processes@6#. At this particular emission angle,ue51°, the
probability of inner-shell ionization shows a peak that cor
sponds to the well-known capture to the continuum~CTC!
peak, convoluted by the surface symmetry. There is no
nary contribution from the valence band in the electron
ergy region around the CTC peak. However, as the ejec
angle increases the binary emission from the valence b
gives the more important contribution. Just forue520° and
30°, we also show the partial contribution from the valen
band evaluated with the usual SR binary theory. For b
ejection angles, results obtained with the MSR model are
reasonable agreement with the experiments, while the
nounced peak displayed by the SR binary curve greatly o
estimates the experimental data at low electron energies.
cisely at these energies the MSR model predicts a bin
. B

nd

.

s
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background quite different from that derived with the simp
Yukawa potential. The knowledge of the binary valen
emission is essential there to determine the contribution
the plasmon decay mechanism@2# to the emission spectrum

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Within the binary collisional formalism we have deve
oped a model to describe the effectiveP-e potential, which
is based on the usual SR approximation. The propo
model, called the MSR model, incorporates the compon
of the transferred electron momentum perpendicular to
surface in the dispersion of the medium, thus correcting
unphysical peaks found in the SR binary theory@4#. The
binary energy loss calculated with the MSR model runs
low the total valence contribution, as expected. Inside
solid, the binary values satisfy the equipartition rule, whi
states that binary and collective energy losses are similar
high projectile velocities. In the vacuum region, instead,
contribution of single-particle collisions rapidly decrease
and only the mechanism of surface plasmon excitation s
vives.

The electron emission induced by the projectile is a
studied with the MSR binary theory. Differential emissio
probabilities are compared with those obtained with
usual SR potential, and differences are found at low elect
energies. With the aim of comparing the emission spec
with available experiments we also evaluate ionization fr
atomic inner shells with the CDW-EIS approximation. Th
total results calculated with the MSR model show reasona
agreement with experimental data for large ejection angle
the electron. On the contrary, the usual SR model give
pronounced binary peak at low electron energies, whose
istence is not experimentally supported. Although the m
sured electronic distributions present an enhancement aro
the surface plasmon frequency, it is much lower than the
provided by the SR model, and this experimental structur
not a product of binary collisions as calculated here, bu
consequence of the decay of the surface plasmon after in
acting with a single electron. The present results are t
important to calculate more precisely the binary backgrou
in the plasmon decay region of the energy spectrum.
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